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Foreword
The Siemens Healthineers product and
solution security program
At Siemens Healthineers, we are committed to working
with you to address cybersecurity and privacy
requirements. Our Product and Solution Security Office
is responsible for our global program that focuses on
addressing cybersecurity throughout the product lifecycle
of our medical devices.
Our program targets incorporating state-of-the-art
cybersecurity in our current and future products. We seek
to protect the security of your data while also providing
measures to strengthen the resiliency of our products from
external cybersecurity attackers.
We comply with applicable security and privacy
regulations from the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS), including the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and Office for Civil Rights (OCR),
to help you meet your IT security and privacy obligations.

Elements of our product and solution security program
• Providing information to facilitate secure configuration
and use of our medical devices in your IT environment
• Conducting formal threat and risk analysis
for our medical devices
• I ncorporating secure architecture, design, and coding
methodologies in our software development process
•P
 erforming static code analysis of medical
device software
• Conducting security testing of medical devices
under development as well as medical devices
already in the field
•T
 ailoring patch management to the medical device
and depth of coverage chosen by you
•M
 onitoring security vulnerability to track reported
third-party components issues in our medical devices
• Working with suppliers to address security
throughout the supply chain
•T
 raining employees to provide knowledge consistent
with their level of responsibilities regarding your data
and device integrity

Vulnerability and incident management
Siemens Healthineers cooperates with government
agencies and cybersecurity researchers concerning
reported potential vulnerabilities.

Contacting Siemens Healthineers about product
and solution security
Siemens Healthineers requests that you report
any cybersecurity or privacy incidents by email to:
productsecurity@siemens-healthineers.com

Our communications policy strives for coordinated
disclosure. We work in this way with our customers and
other parties, when appropriate, in response to potential
vulnerabilities in and incidents involving our medical
devices, no matter the source.

For all other communication with Siemens Healthineers
about product and solution security:
ProductTechnologyAssurance.dl@siemenshealthineers.com.

Jim Jacobson
Chief Product and Solution Security Officer
Siemens Healthineers
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Advance Your Critical Care Testing
with Easy to Use, Trusted Technology
Designed to meet the challenges of point of care settings,
RAPIDPoint® 500 Blood Gas Systems leverage proven
Siemens Healthineers technology to deliver fast, accurate,
and comprehensive test results in approximately 60
seconds. These flexible, easy to use analyzers are reliable
and require little maintenance, freeing your clinicians
to focus on improving patient care.
Operating systems
• Windows Embedded Standard 7
(user interface processor)
• pSOS+ Version 2.3 (real-time processor)
Hardware specifications
• BlueChip Technology VIA Nano ETX module with
1 GB RAM (user interface processor)
• Motorola 68332 (real-time processor)
User account information
• Single operating system local administrator level
account (auto-login) for running instrument
application. Note: Account has no privileges beyond
the boundaries of the instrument.
• Operators of the system can be created (up to 5000
unique operators) and granted one of four levels
of access privileges.
Patching strategy
• Operating system updates are evaluated and included
as part of application software updates.
Use of encryption
Patient data export files can (optionally) be encrypted
using AES-256 encryption provided by 7-Zip.
Handling of sensitive data
Patient and sample demographic data can be entered
via the on-screen data entry forms. Additionally,
some patient demographic data can be retrieved from
data management systems based on matching patient ID.
Patient demographic data consists of the following entries:
Patient ID (used as a key that links to all other patient
demographic fields), Last Name, First Name, Gender, and
Date of Birth.
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Sample demographic data consists of the following
entries: Location, Physician ID, Sample Draw Date, Sample
Draw Time, Accession Number, Operator ID, Temperature,
entered tHb (available only when measured tHb is turned
off), FI02, Flow, Respiratory Rate, Barometric Pressure,
CPAP, PEEP, PIP, Tidal Volume, and Allen Test result.
In addition, the system can be configured to support
up to 10 user-defined demographic entry fields, limited
to 15 characters per label and 15 characters per value.
The amount of demographic data associated with samples
can be configured in Setup to deselect fields (so data is not
collected), select fields (so data can be collected), or
indicated as required fields (so data must be collected
prior to releasing sample results).
Raw (second-by-second) and reportable result data
is stored in a combination of database entries, augmented
with binary “sideband” files. No sensitive information
is included in diagnostic logs.
When data is exported for reliability analysis by Siemens
Healthineers, the patient and sample demographic
database tables are omitted from the export files.
Data is purged in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. For patient
samples, the instrument maintains the last 1250 samples
(allowing up to 100 additional records prior to triggering
the purge operation). However, only the most recent
250 patient samples are viewable on the instrument
by the operator.
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Network Information

Laboratory
Information System(s)
– Orders and/or Results

PEP Admin
Internet Site

Healthcare Center
Information System(s)
– ADT or Patient Query

Healthcare Center
Email System

POC Informatics
• Physical or Virtual Server
• Remote or local Database
Clients

Network Connectivity

Workstations

Serial Connectivity

RAPIDPoint 500 System

Table 1. The server requires no static IP addresses, but may be configured in static IP address
mode if desired by the facility. The following ports are used by the system:

Port Number
25

Service/Function

Direction

Protocol

SMTP email (optional)

Outbound

SMTP

3001

LIS communication with data manager (port number
is user configurable)

Inbound

LIS3/LIS4

5900

Remote Viewer

Inbound

VNC
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Security Controls
Malware protection
• MCAFEE Embedded Control
Controlled use of administrative privileges
• System runs in kiosk mode, preventing user access
to the underlying operating system.
• System automatically logs in using administrative
account, but account has privileges only on the
local machine.
Authentication authorization controls
• Supports password only or operator ID and
password user authentication.
• Allows up to 5000 unique operator IDs for
nonambiguous identification of personnel.
• Includes four role-based permission levels:
System Supervisor, Key Operator, Routine
Operator, Occasional Operator.
• Provides three modes of system access:
Restricted, Limited, Unrestricted.
Continuous vulnerability assessment and remediation
• Components of the system are registered with the
Siemens Healthineers CERT Software Vulnerability
Monitoring system, which notifies product engineering
when vulnerabilities are reported by component vendors.
• Vulnerabilities are tracked via the defect tracking
process for the product, assessed for relevance and
applicability, and then enter the Complaint Escalation
Review process to determine next steps.
Hardening
• System uses an embedded operating system that allows
control of which components are included and excluded
in the OS image, minimizing the attack surface.
• Unnecessary ports and services have been disabled.
• System is configured in kiosk mode to prevent access to
the underlying operating system.
• Access to the internet via the instrument is prevented,
limiting exposure to common attacks.
• Auto-launch of executables when removable media is
inserted has been disabled.
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Network controls
• WINDOWS Firewall can be enabled.
• E ndpoint identification can be applied to limit addresses
allowed to connect for LIS and Remote Viewer traffic.
• I CMP protocol is limited to a subset of supported
messages (ping request/reply only).
Physical protection
•R
 APIDPoint 500 instrument should reside and be
operated in a physically controlled environment.
•P
 /S2 keyboard port is not exposed.
•U
 SB hub is not powered until instrument
application is running.
Auditing/logging
• E vent logging tracks some key user activities.
Remote connectivity
•C
 onnection to external data manager is available
via TCP connection (on port 3001 by default,
configurable by facility).
• VNC (Remote Viewer) connection is available
(exclusive to Siemens Healthineers data managers).
•O
 utbound-only email is available to facilitate
transmission of data to Siemens Healthineers for
reliability analysis (patient demographic data
is omitted from transmitted data).
Administrative controls
•C
 ertain features are accessible only to System
Supervisor-level operators, including the following:
	– System access mode
– Operator management
– Editing of correlation coefficients
– Software installation
– Saving/restoring of setup data
Incident response and management
• I ncidents are managed through the Complaint
Escalation Review process.
•W
 hen appropriate, the local Product Solutions and
Security Officer will initiate a task force to determine
response actions and coordinate their execution.
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Table 2. The most relevant third-party technologies used.

Vendor Name
MICROSOFT

Component Name

Component Version

Description/Use

Windows Embbed Standard 7

Raima

Raima Data Manager

McAfee

Embedded Control

Info-zip

Zip.exe

7

Operating system

12.0

Database

7.0.1-275

Anti-malware monitor

2.3

Compression

Info-zip

Unzip.exe

5.41

Decompression

7-Zip

7-zip Extra

16.04

Compression with encryption

Tight VNC

VNC Server

2.7.10

Remote Viewer

TouchBase

Universal Pointing Device Driver

3.05.18

Touchscreen utilities

Motorola

SNAPI.dll

3.0.0.5

USB bar-code reader interface library

Manufacturer Disclosure Statement
According to IEC60601-1
Table 3. Statement according to IEC 60601-1, 3rd Edition, Chapter 14.13:

1

Network properties required by the system and resulting risks

1-1

RAPIDPoint 500 system does NOT need access to the internet to function. As such, it should be deployed
on a limited access (nonpublic) network.

1-2

If the analyzer uses email to send log files to Siemens Healthineers, the gateway must be configured
to allow the data to be sent to the SMTP server.

2

Instructions for the responsible organization

2-1

RAPIDPoint 500 system should reside and be operated in a physically controlled environment.

2-2

Default System Supervisor password should be changed to a local site-specific value after installation.
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Abbreviations

Disclaimer According
to IEC 80001-1

AD
AES
BIOS
DES
DISA
DMZ
DoS
ePHI
FDA
FIPS
HHS
HIPAA
HIMSS
HTTP
HTTPS
ICS
IEC
LDAP
MD5
MDS2
MSTS
NEMA
NTP
OCR
OU
PHI
PII
RPC
SAM
SHA
SQL
SRS
SW
TCP
UltraVNC
UDP
VPN

1-1 T
 he Device has the capability to be connected to a medical IT
network that is managed under full responsibility
of the operating responsible organization. It is assumed that
the responsible organization assigns a Medical IT Network Risk
Manager to perform IT Risk Management (see IEC 80001- 1:2010/
EN 80001-1:2011) for IT networks incorporating medical devices.
1-2 This statement describes Device-specific IT-networking safety
and security capabilities. It is not a responsibility agreement
according to IEC 80001-1:2010/EN 80001-1:2011.
1-3 A
 ny modification of the platform, the software, or the interfaces
of the Device–unless authorized and approved by Siemens
Healthcare GmbH–voids all warranties, liabilities, assertions,
and contracts.
1-4 The responsible organization acknowledges that the Device’s
underlying standard computer with operating system is
to some extent vulnerable to typical attacks, such as e.g.,
malware or denial-of-service.
1-5 Unintended consequences (such as e.g., misuse/loss/corruption)
of data not under control of the Device, e.g., after electronic
communication from the Device to an IT network or data storage,
are the responsibility of the responsible organization.
1-6 Unauthorized use of the external connections or storage media
of the Device can cause hazards regarding the availability and
information security of all components of the medical IT network.
The responsible organization must ensure through technical and/
or organizational measures that only authorized use of the
external connections and storage media is permitted.

Active Directory
Advanced Encryption Standard
Basic Input Output System
Data Encryption Standard
Defense Information Systems Agency
Demilitarized Zone
Denial of Service
Electronic Protected Health Information
Food and Drug Administration
Federal Information Processing Standards
Health and Human Services
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTP Secure
Integrated Communication Services
International Electrotechnical Commission
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
Message Digest 5
Manufacturer Disclosure Statement
Microsoft Terminal Server
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Network Time Protocol
Office for Civil Rights
Organizational Unit
Protected Health Information
Personally Identifiable Information
Remote Procedure Call
Security Accounts Manager
Secure Hash Algorithm
Structured Query Language
Siemens Remote Service
Software
Transmission Control Protocol
Ultra Virtual Network Computing
User Datagram Protocol
Virtual Private Network

Statement on
FDA Cybersecurity
Guidance
Siemens Healthineers will follow cybersecurity guidance issued
by the FDA as appropriate. Siemens Healthineers recognizes the
principle described in FDA cybersecurity guidance that an effective
cybersecurity framework is a shared responsibility among multiple
stakeholders (e.g., medical device manufacturers, healthcare
facilities, patients, and providers) and is committed to drawing
on its innovation, engineering, and pioneering skills in collective
efforts designed to prevent, detect, and respond to new and emerging
cybersecurity threats. While FDA cybersecurity guidance is
informative as to adopting a risk-based approach to addressing
potential patient harm, it is not binding, and alternative approaches
may be used to satisfy FDA regulatory requirements.
The representations contained in this white paper are designed
to describe Siemens Healthineers approach to cybersecurity
of its medical devices and to disclose the security capabilities
of the devices/systems described herein. Neither Siemens
Healthineers nor any medical device manufacturer can warrant
that its systems will be invulnerable to cyberattack. Siemens
Healthineers makes no representation or warranty that its
cybersecurity efforts will ensure that its medical devices/systems
will be error-free or secure against cyberattack.
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At Siemens Healthineers, our purpose is to enable healthcare
providers to increase value by empowering them on their
journey towards expanding precision medicine, transforming
care delivery, and improving patient experience, all enabled
by digitalizing healthcare.
An estimated 5 million patients globally benefit every day from
our innovative technologies and services in the areas of diagnostic
and therapeutic imaging, laboratory diagnostics, and molecular
medicine, as well as digital health and enterprise services.
We are a leading medical technology company with over 170 years
of experience and 18,000 patents globally. With more than 48,000
dedicated colleagues in 75 countries, we will continue to innovate
and shape the future of healthcare.
RAPIDComm, RAPIDPoint, and all associated marks are trademarks
of Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Inc., or its affiliates. All other
trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners.
Product availability may vary from country to country and is
subject to varying regulatory requirements. Please contact your
local representative for availability.
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